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Investor relations plays an integral part in the health and success of public companies 
globally, even more so in volatile markets where IR departments must manage 
changing investor expectations. Irwin's State of Investor Relations survey uncovers a 
wide range of IR trends through the lens of the IRO, management teams, and external 
consultants. This report analyzes and highlights the opportunities and challenges that 
companies are facing from an investor relations perspective. 

Based on the 'State of Investor Relations' survey, this report analyzes and brings
together findings and insights from 103 companies in the US and Canada.

This report focuses on the following topics from the perspective of IROs, 
management teams, and IR consultants:

Introduction
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Efficiency & alignment a 
key concern.

A major trend we noticed during
the analysis of results was lack of
efficiency and alignment between
management teams and IR teams.  
IR teams are focused on telling
the company story effectively to
the investment community, while  
C-level executives are focused on

25% of IROs in $2BN+ 
companies feel that C- 
suite engagement is 
their number one 
challenge. 

lowering their cost of capital. 
Neither challenge breaks the top 5 challenges for the other group - so how
do you better align for optimal results? 

33% of C-suite execs
feel that ensuring

management teams
are well-prepared for

investor interactions is
a top concern, while
only 5% of IROs feel

the same. 

It's not that C-level executives think IR is
less important—67% of them feel IR is
more important given current market
conditions—they're just engaged in more
menial tasks when it comes to IR, and
they still feel unprepared for investor
interactions. More focus on preparing
exec teams for IR and more engagement
from the C-level may help better align
expectations between IR and
management teams.

Key findings
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Key findings
More strategic

influence.

Another area that can help to
increase alignment between teams
is more inclusion of IR in company
strategic processes. Since executive
teams see the value of investor
relations to their company, this
would be an excellent way to
ensure both groups contribute to
the company strategy. If IROs
become  more efficient, they can

63% of IROs state
that a higher level of
inclusion in strategic
company processes
would make them
feel more valued.

free up time to spend on more strategic work, especially with a seat at
the table. 

87% of C-level
executives report

spending up to 25% of
their time on IR.

If management teams are spending
up to one quarter of their time on
investor relations and related tasks,
what isn't getting attention? And
better yet, if that time is not
optimized to drive key business 

results, companies are losing time spent on innovation, customer, and
employee experience, which will drive less value for shareholders over
time.

Irwin customers are most likely to
feel that their company values the
role of investor relations. 

Request a demo
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Key findings
Too many tools, too

few insights.

Speaking of increasing
efficiency to focus on
strategic work, IROs are
spending too much time
navigating different tool
sets and trying to surface
information. Up to 25% 

The average IRO uses
2-5 digital tools to
run their IR program.

Non-Irwin customers are
2X more likely to require
1-5 additional tools to run
their IR program. 

of companies between $500M-$2BN in market cap use more than five
digital tools to run their IR program. For a profession that is classically
known to "wear many hats," is the fragmentation in toolsets driving a
lack of strategic focus? With a more intentional focus on in-person
events, finding new investors, and a better understanding of shareholder
bases in 2023, analyzing whether having too many tools is a hindrance
rather than a helping hand is essential. 

According to this survey, IROs use 
between 2-5 digital tools to manage their 
IR programs, with 25% of $500M-$2BN 

companies using more than five digital 
tools. This ultimately begs the question - 

how many is too many? 

https://www.getirwin.com/request-a-demo?utm_source=state-of-ir&utm_medium=pdf&utm_campaign=content-download


Key findings To 2023 and
beyond.

In 2023, companies are
planning to invest more
heavily into in-person
events and finding better
-fit investors for their
company. They also plan
to invest more time into
better investor outreach,
with 57% of companies

57% of companies plan 
to invest more time and 
resources into finding 
better-fit investors for 
their company in 2023.

indicating this is a focus. Crafting company stories and distributing that
message effectively to the investment community remains a top priority
for IR teams, as does building better relationships with analysts. Priorities
shift as you go upmarket to focus on reducing stock volatility and ESG. 

 IR consultants are the
most likely to see
forward-thinking

market opportunities.

While fewer issuers are planning
to add team capacity via new
members or the addition of IR
consultants, consultants tend to
see the most opportunity in
planning for a market rebound. 

Companies need to solve the IR value issue, especially in smaller
companies and set clear goals and expectations for their IR teams. Fewer
distractions, more strategic inclusion for investor relations, higher levels
of efficiency, and engagement from and alignment with the C-suite can
ensure your IR team can achieve the best possible results for your
company. 
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A breakdown of survey respondents.

Audience 
Profile



Information Technology
25.5%

IR advisor
11.8%

Materials
9.8%

Healthcare
9.8%

None of the above
7.8%

Energy
7.8%

Industrials
7.8%

Financials
7.8%

Real Estate
2%

 

Respondents came from
various industries, with the

highest representation in
information technology,

consultancies, materials, and
healthcare. 

Industry

Market cap
The majority of

respondents are from
$500M - $2BN market

cap companies, followed
by $0-100M, $2BN-$5BN,

and $5BN+ companies. 

Respondent
geography

35% 65%

Canada United StatesThe majority of respondents are
located in the United States.
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$500M - $2BN
29.5%

$0-$100M
25%

$100M- $500M
18.2%

$2BN - $5BN
13.6%

$5 billion +
11.4%



customer status
84%

16%

not Irwin customers

Irwin customers

The majority of respondents
are not Irwin customers.

In-house IR
49%

External Consultant
19.6%

C-suite
19.6%

Other
7.8%
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The majority of respondents are 
currently in-house investor 

relations professionals, followed 
by C-Suite executives (CEOs 

and CFOs), and IR consultants.

Role

Size of IR team
Size of IR team was largely
consistent, with the majority of
IR teams having between 1-3 IR
team members at their
company. Companies with
between 0-$500M in market
cap had the most variance in
team size.  

The average size of an IR
team across all market
caps

The average size of an IR
team in a $5BN+ market
cap company

The average size of an IR
team in a $0-500M
market cap company



More than 11 years
42.1%

Under 10 years
57.9%

Vice President of Investor Relations
52.6%

Investor Relations Manager
10.5%

Director of Investor Relations
10.5%

Other
10.5%

IRO
5.3%

Chief Investment Officer
5.3%

Associate
5.3%

While most respondents had less than ten years of experience in investor relations, a large
percentage of respondents had more than 11 years of experience.

Years experience

About the IROs

The most represented title in this cohort was 'Vice President Investor Relations'.

Current job titles

11The state of IR 2023 11



Challenges and 
Opportunities

Better understand the challenges and 
opportunities facing investor relations teams 

and companies.



IR challenges
What are the biggest challenges facing IR teams leading up to 

2023?

Driving new
investor
interest drives
the pack.

We asked IROs to think about the most significant
challenges they currently face regarding IR (we also
asked about company challenges, and we'll get to
those later). The question was open-ended, and
there were clear trends—35% of respondents
indicated that their biggest challenge was driving
new investor interest in their company. This trend
usually involves other elements, such as
messaging, C-suite engagement, or ESG. 

"Post pandemic world from an investor targeting perspective, 
the rise of ESG overlays and integrating it into financial 
reporting, macroeconomic headwinds."

"Connecting with potential new investors, getting senior 
leadership teams to adhere to approved messaging, 
obtaining invitations to present at key investor 
conferences."

This challenge is especially true for companies under $500 
million or over $2BN in market capitalization.

When we look at responses to this question by market cap, 35% turns
to 43% in companies under $500M and up to 50% in companies
with a market cap over $2BN. The challenge is still present in
companies between $500M and $2BN (17%), but they tend to have
a more diverse set of challenges. 
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C-suite
engagement is an
ever-present
obstacle for IR
teams.

Another trend for IROs regarding challenges
they see as disruptive to their current strategy
is keeping their management teams engaged
in their IR programs, with 17% of all
respondents indicating that this was a
challenge in their current role.

For companies with a market cap above $2BN, 25% of IROs indicated that C-suite
engagement is their most significant challenge for the coming year. Managing access
and time was a predominant theme, as was ensuring that management teams stuck
to prescribed messaging. 

This challenge was a minor concern in companies with market caps between
$500M-$2B (8%) and 15% of IROs at companies with a market cap of $0-$500M.

For smaller
companies,

building their IR
program is second

only to finding
new investors.

companies with a market cap of less than $500M report building their IR program as
their biggest challenge going into 2023.

For micro and small-cap companies,
building their IR program finds its way to
second on the list and is a major challenge.
As we know from our profiling, smaller
companies tend to have fewer resources to
dedicate towards IR, which means they're
stretched between building a sustainable,
long-term program and managing the
various other tasks and requirements of
their role. Nearly 30% of IROs in 

C-suite engagement is most prevalent in larger companies but is
a challenge at any size. 

The state of IR 2023 14



Engaging
investors and

cutting through
the noise.

For small-mid cap companies, "cutting
through the noise," as one IRO said, will be a
significant challenge in 2023. Volatile or
uncertain markets and higher expectations
from investors mean that IROs must find new
and creative ways to stand out and engage
investors. 

Investor engagement was a challenge for 25% of IROs overall, the highest
response seen from $500M-$2BN market cap companies (42% of this segment
listed investor engagement as a top challenge for 2023). This trend was least
applicable when a company was above $2BN in market cap (no IROs listed this as a
challenge in this group) and was on the minds of 14% of IROs in micro/small cap
companies (up to $500M in market cap). 

The top concerns were ensuring materials presented the right message
(presentations, social media, websites), overall engagement, and how investors
engage with companies related to market conditions.

ESG a bigger challenge for larger
organizations. 

0% of IROs in companies $0-500M in market cap
8% of IROs in companies $500M-$2BN in market cap
25% of IROs in companies with a market cap above $2BN

As you go up-market, you begin to see ESG becoming a larger
concern for companies:

While it is likely still a challenge in smaller 
companies, it begins to climb the list at 
$500M in market cap.
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Mid-caps have the
most diverse set of

challenges.

While micro - small and large - mega-
cap companies face in large numbers
the challenges that we've talked about
already, mid-caps ($500M-$2BN)
have the most diverse set of
challenges. 

While most companies have 2-4 challenges, this group is split between 7 core
challenges.
This segment of respondents listed investor engagement (42%), new investor
interest (17%), market volatility (8%), C-suite engagement (8%), ESG (8%), lack of
resources (8%), and understanding the makeup of their current shareholder base as
top challenges. This finding showcases how complex needs, diverse peer groups,
stretched management, market challenges, and priorities of mid-cap companies
stand out from companies of other sizes. 

For companies
looking to build

IR team capacity.

Allow you to find and engage with new, right-fit
investors quickly. Our differentiated database with
enhanced filtering abilities means more time spent
on relationships that matter.
Give you time back to focus on strategic engagement
with investors and shareholders. Irwin automates
some of the most time-consuming IR tasks and
quickly provides unparalleled insight access. 
Give you a full suite of IR engagement, outreach,
monitoring, and time-saving tools. 
Provide you with a team of capital markets experts at
your service. 

If your company is facing the challenges outlined by
fellow IROs, we invite you to check out Irwin, the
only investor relations platform designed to:

Request a demo
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Company challenges
What are the biggest challenges companies are facing

leading up to 2023?

We also asked IROs to choose from a
pre-defined list what they think the
most significant challenges would be for
their company in the next year.
Unsurprisingly, given the previous
section, the #1 challenge they reported
was finding new investors for the
company. We've long known that
generating new investor interest is
difficult in even the best market
conditions, but those challenges seem

85% of IROs and 83% 
of C-level executives 
believe that finding 
new investors will be a 
challenge their 
company will face in 
2023. 

to be amplified regarding current outlooks. Finding new investors was listed as a top
challenge across all market caps, industries, and with the C-suite respondents to the
survey.

58% of IROs and 
33% of C-level 

executives believe 
stock volatility will 

be a major challenge 
for their company in 

the coming year.   

Unsurprisingly, given the state of the
market, stock volatility was second in the
list of challenges IROs believe companies
will face going into 2023, with 58% of
them listing it in their top five challenges,
while one-third of C-level executives felt
the same way. This challenge was most
present in companies with market caps
above $500M and the tech and industrials
sectors.
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While over 50% of respondents listed
'sharing company story' as a top five
challenge for their company in 2023,
100% of companies with a market cap
under $500M listed it as a top concern.
It was most prevalent in healthcare and
industrial companies as a top concern. 

The C-suite 
disconnect: 
upping the ante 
on effective 
storytelling. 

The investor
relations

disconnect:
lowering the cost

of capital. 

Similarly, reducing the cost of capital
is a top concern for C-level executives
but doesn't appear on the radar of IR
teams. 50% of C-level executives
indicated lowering the cost of capital
would be a challenge for their
company in the coming year while
not even breaking the top 5 for IR
teams. 

For C-level executives, telling your company story effectively did not even break
the top 5 challenges their companies will face this year - signaling there may be a
disconnect between IR's ability to share the company story with the investment
community and management's view on the importance of it - especially in smaller
companies. 

Learn how companies are using Irwin to 
lower their cost of capital.

Download the ebook
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Top challenges for 2023 -
according to the IRO

Finding new investors for the company
85% of IROs

Reducing stock volatility
58% of IROs

Sharing our company story effectively
53% of IROs

ESG
47% of IROs

Engaging with prospective investors
37% of IROs
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Top company challenges by
market cap

$0-500 million

Sharing company story effectively
100% of IROs

Finding new investors for the company
80% of IROs

Managing data
60% of IROs

Keeping public-facing materials up-to-
date
60% of IROs

Engaging with prospective investors
60% of IROs

Reducing stock volatility
60% of IROs

All challenges are ranked in order by volume of selections by respondents.

Micro-small cap companies are facing the biggest challenge in sharing their company 
story effectively, with 100% of IROs in this segment indicating it will be a challenge for 
their company in 2023. Compared to other segments, they often also face managing 
data as a challenge (it does not appear as a significant challenge in any other size- 
based segmentation). 
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$500 million -
$2 billion

Finding new investors for the company 
100% of IROs

Reducing stock volatility 
50% of IROs

Sharing our company story effectively 
38% of IROs

Engaging with prospective investors 
38% of IROs

Making the most of management's time 
38% of IROs

ESG 
38% of IROs

For companies between $500M-$2BN in market cap, finding new 
investors tops the list, and other challenges were less concentrated than 
companies in different market cap groups. IROs in this company size are 
focused on reducing stock volatility and then split between sharing the 
company story, engaging with prospective investors, making the most of 
management's time, and ESG. 

This was the only group that listed making the most of management's 
time as a critical challenge for their company. It is also where ESG as a 
theme starts to come into the picture more heavily. 
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$2 - 5 billion

Finding new investors for the company
100% of IROs

Building analyst relationships
67% of IROs

Reducing stock volatility
67% of IROs

ESG
67% of IROs

Understanding the makeup of
company shareholder base
60% of IROs

As companies cross the $2BN market cap threshold, they still list finding new 
investors at the top of their list of challenges. There's also more emphasis on 
building and maintaining analyst relationships as a focus for IR teams and a 
potential challenge looking into 2023. 

Companies of this size also tend to have more challenges understanding their 
shareholder base. This line-of-sight issue can lead to shareholder retention issues 
and put companies at risk. 
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$5 billion+

ESG 
100% of IROs

Reducing stock volatility 
100% of IROs

Finding new investors for the company 
50% of IROs

Sharing our company story effectively 
50% of IROs

Being prepared for activists 
50% of IROs

Correlating IR activity to ownership 
changes
50% of IROs

When we look at companies with a market cap over $5BN, priorities and 
challenges start to shift. Finding new investors is still challenging for 
many, but ESG and stock volatility creep up to top concerns. 

It's also clear that as companies get larger, the threat of investor activism 
becomes more prevalent, as does ensuring IR activity can be correlated 
to ownership and changes in holdings. 
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Top challenges for 2023 -
according to the C-suite

Finding new investors for the company
83% of C-level executives

Lowering cost of capital
50% of C-level executives

Being prepared for investor meetings &
events
33% of C-level executives

Engaging with prospective investors
33% of C-level executives

Engaging with current shareholders
33% of C-level executives

Reducing stock volatility
33% of C-level executives
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Where do IR teams
and managment

teams view things
differently?

When you look at the differences
in responses from IR to C-level,
you can see that while there are
shared perspectives on things like
finding new investors for the
company, there are also apparent
differences. This is partly due to
the nature of the job; at the end

of the day, the two groups should focus on different things. With that said, should
the C-level challenges only be loosely reflected by IR teams?

IR teams and CEOs view finding new investors and reducing stock volatility as
challenges at the same rate, but the story is different when it comes to other
challenges. Some highlights below:

36% 
of IROs

50% 
of C-suite execsvs

believe that engaging with prospective
investors will be a challenge for them in

2023

5% 
of IROs

33% 
of C-suite execs

believe that ensuring management
teams are prepared for investor

engagements will be a challenge for
them in 2023

vs

11% 
of IROs

50% 
of C-suite execsvs

believe that lowering their cost of
capital will be a challenge for them in

2023

5% 
of IROs

23% 
of C-suite execsvs

believe that engaging current
shareholders will be a challenge for

them in 2023

Top areas with lack of alignment in the C-suite
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Biggest opportunities
What are the biggest opportunities for IROs in 2023?

There was far less consensus regarding
opportunities for the year ahead than
when it came to challenges. Most IROs
view their company story and new
investor interest as opportunities, with
40% of IROs viewing the company
story as their most significant
opportunity and 33% seeing new
investor interest as their most
significant opportunity going into
2023. 

40% of IROs view
their company story
as their biggest area
of opportunity in
2023. 

Other areas of opportunity were building analyst relationships (13%), engaging current
shareholders (13%), an increased focus on IR, access to data, ESG, and an engaged C-
suite.

Micro and small-
cap companies

have the biggest
opportunity when
it comes to better

data.

20% of IROs in companies with market
caps under $500M believe that data
accuracy and quality is a top IR opportunity,
compared to only 5% of companies with
$500M-$2BN in market cap. Micro and
small-cap companies see equal opportunity
in getting new investor interest, having an
engaged C-suite, building better
relationships with analysts, and telling their
company story. 
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Expectations, Goals, 
and Key Performance 

Indicators (KPIs)
How are IR teams being

measured?



Engagement
and activity
are leading
indicators of
success. 

A topic that's widely covered yet receives
little to no consensus in the community:
how are IR teams able to prove success? We
asked IROs and C-suite level executives how
they measure their IR teams and programs'
success and/or shortcomings. 

Engagement and activity led the pack with
47% of IROs, indicating that they were the
key indicators used to measure their
programs and performance for all groups
except companies with market caps of
$2-$5BN, who listed share price as their
number one KPI. 

Top key performance indicators
for IR teams

Investor and shareholder engagement

Activity

Analyst relationships and coverage

Share price

Frequency and quality of materials
produced
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24%
The percentage of IROs who say they currently 
do not have key performance indicators they 

are measured against.

While most IR teams report at least one
key performance indicator, there is still a
large percentage of IROs who report
having no key performance indicators to
measure the success of their program
(and their performance).

Companies with less 
than $2BN in market 

cap are most likely 
to have no KPIs 

attached to their IR 
program.

While most IR teams measure their
performance by activity levels and
investor and shareholder engagement,
the focus shifts when talking to larger
companies. Over 60% of IROs at
companies with more than $2BN in
market cap report being measured on
the company share price as a key
performance indicator. 

Companies with more
than $2BN in market
cap are most likely to
be measured on share
price.
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No
58.8%

Yes
41.2%

Do you believe your KPIs reflect the
value of your work?

In general, most IROs believe that the KPIs
they are currently measured against do not
appropriately reflect the value of their work. 

63% of IROs feel
higher expectations
are placed on them

due to the
macroeconomic

environment.

Most IROs believe that pressures from the
current macroeconomic situation have
placed higher expectations on IR teams.

This pressure is even more evident in
larger companies, with 100% of
companies over $2BN in market cap
reporting that they feel subject to higher
expectations due to the current
macroeconomic environment.
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More important
66.7%

Less important
16.7%

Nothing has changed
16.7%

Views from the C-suite
We asked C-suite executives if they thought IR was more or less 

important given current market conditions.

Most C-suite executives indicated that IR is 
more important during challenging market 

conditions.
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Micro and small- 
cap companies are 

most likely to feel 
that their company 
does not value the 

role of IR.

It's hard to perform when you feel like
your company does not value your
work. While most respondents, in
general, think that their organization
values the role of IR, 40% of companies
with market caps under $500M feel
that their company does not appreciate
the role of investor relations.

Mid-cap companies
are more likely to
feel that their
company values the
role of IR.

To the contrary, 87% of IROs at
companies with market caps between
$500M-$2BN are most likely to feel
that their company values the role and
function of investor relations.

100% of Irwin customers report that
they feel that their company values the
role of investor relations.

Do companies value IR?

Irwin customers are
most likely to feel that
their company values

the role of investor
relations. 
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What would make IROs feel
more valued?

More inclusion in
strategic

processes.

It's clear from respondents that the
number one thing companies can do to
make IROs feel more valued is to include
them in the strategic company process.
63% of IROs state that a higher level of
inclusion in strategic company processes
would make them feel more valued. 

Higher level of
commitment from
management.

Second on the overall list is a
higher level of commitment from
management. 27% of IROs say
that a higher level of commitment
from management would make
them feel more valued. This
encompasses everything from
more of management's time, more
feedback from management, and a
higher commitment to active
engagement with investors.

Career
advancement.

7% of IROs state that more career
advancement opportunities would
make them feel more valued.
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Time and Impact
Understand how IR teams spend their 

time and how it impacts executive 
teams



Shareholder engagement
16%

Managing public materials
16%

Strategic work
14%

Reporting
10%

Managing data
10%

Prospective investor comms
8%

Uploading activity data
6%

Compiling lists of new investors
6%

Planning events and roadshows
4%

Where are IROs spending their time?

IROs are commonly known as practitioners who "wear many hats." According to
IROs, that's undoubtedly true, with IROs reporting that their time is split between a
myriad of different tasks and responsibilities. The majority of IROs are spending the
most time on shareholder engagement, strategic work (such as working on their
company story) and managing public-facing materials. 

IROs who use Irwin are able to 
spend up to 3x more time 

compiling lists of new investors, 
communicating with prospective 

investors, and engaging with 
current shareholders than non- 

customers.

Compared to non-Irwin clients, 
Irwin customers spend less than 
one-third of their time managing 
data, uploading activity data, and 
reporting. 

Request a demo
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$5BN+ market cap 
companies spend the 

least time 
communicating with 

prospective 
investors.

While most IROs spend a
moderate amount of time
communicating with prospective
investors, IROs at $2-$5BN
companies spend the least time
doing it. 

$5BN market cap
companies spend
the most time
communicating
with analysts.

While they spend the least time
communicating with prospective
investors, IROs at $5BN+ market cap
companies spend the most time
communicating with analysts.

The larger the market
cap, the more time

IROs spend
communicating with

current shareholders.

For likely a variety of reasons (such
as the makeup of their shareholder
base, access to tools and insights,
and available resources), the
largest market cap companies
spend the most time
communicating with current
shareholders. 100% of $5BN+
companies report that they spend
a great deal of their time
communicating with their existing
shareholder base, compared to
only 20% of IROs at companies
with less than $5BN in market cap.
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Views from the C-suite

Irwin customers spend 
up to 3x the amount of 
time preparing 
executive teams than 
non-customers.

33% of C-suite executives feel they
are rarely well prepared for investor
meetings and events by their IR
teams. Yet, most IROs report only
spending a moderate amount of time
prepping executive teams. So, what
gives? 

A lack of investment in time and resources can mean the worst possible outcomes
from investor meetings. In fact, according to a recent Buy-Side survey conducted
by Irwin, 89.5% of buy-side investors think that issuers do not do enough due
diligence in understanding who they are or what they're looking for before meeting
with them. 

87% of C-level executives 
report spending up to 

25% of their time on IR.

How much is too
much?

What isn't getting attention if
management teams spend up to
25% of their time on IR tasks? This
is a crucial question to pose within
your organization to understand
how IR teams can be more efficient
to require less time and attention
from executive teams. 
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IR
Consultants

Trends & insights from consultancies.



Number of clients
1

28.6%

2-5
28.6%

6-10
14.3%

31+
28.6%

Most respondents had 
between 1-5 clients, with a 

large group having more 
than 31.

Biggest challenges
When asked what would be the most pressing challenges for their client base in
the next year, IR consultants echoed what we heard from issuers: finding new
investors. One significant difference from their issuer counterparts, however, was
their focus on showing the value of IR and their role as a consultant.

72%
of IR consultants believe that showing the
value of IR and their role as a consultant

will be a major challenge for them in 2023.

Sharing clients' company stories was tied
with engaging with prospective investors
on behalf of clients, accessing budgets to
retain their firm, and engaging with
current shareholders for clients, with 43%
of IR consultants reporting this would be a
significant challenge for them in 2023. 
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Being well positioned for market rebound 

Events 

Company story 

Technology 

Finding new investors 

ESG 

Biggest opportunities for IR
consultants

Much like their issuer counterparts, IR consultants feel that the most prominent
areas for opportunity in 2023 will be finding new investors for their clients and
creating and sharing compelling company stories.

The biggest differentiator in this group was the opportunity in technological
innovation, with 15% of IR consultants listing it as their top opportunity.

IR consultants also tend to lean more
into the rehabilitation of the market vs.
solely the volatility of it, showcasing the
value a third party can bring when it
comes to perspective and forward-
thinking. 

IR consultants are 
more likely than 

issuers to see 
opportunity in 

forward-thinking.
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Request a demo

Expectations
Regarding the current macroeconomic
situation, IR consultants feel the
squeeze, with 71% of consultants
thinking there are higher expectations
placed on IR consultants. The
remaining group stated they were
unsure if expectations had changed.

7 in 10 consultants feel there are
higher expectations placed on IR

consultants given the current
macroeconomic situation.

An expanded investor network
Improved communication and a streamlined workflow
Measurable reporting on the impact of all activities

Over 150 global consultant users trust Irwin's powerful investor targeting 
capabilities, comprehensive shareholder monitoring services, and integrated 
relationship management and reporting tools. With Irwin, you can seamlessly 
manage multiple clients and become a trusted strategic advisor that provides 
transparency and better results. 

With one modern, easy-to-use, integrated platform, you and your clients will 
benefit from the following:

Irwin for consultants
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IR Events
Whether virtual or in-person, understand how IR views 

events and their plans for 2023. 



In-person events are making 
a comeback

While there is no doubt that the
pandemic has had a lasting impact
on events, many respondents are
moving more toward in-person
events. 

71% of companies said
that between 11-50% of
their investor events
have resumed in-person.

Larger companies ($5BN+) were the most split, with 50% of companies saying
more than 50% of their events had resumed in person and the other 50%
indicating that less than 10% of their events had resumed in person. 

Investor meetings
remain largely

virtual. 

On the other hand, when it comes to
investor meetings, it seems that most
companies are choosing to stick to virtual.
 

55% of companies indicated that only a few of their investor meetings are in
person, except for $500M-$2BN market cap companies (22% say that most of
their investor meetings are in-person).

66%

66% of companies believe the pandemic
has had a lasting impact on their event
strategy.  This sentiment is more likely
true in $5BN+ companies, of which 100%
believe the pandemic has impacted their
events strategy.
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The IR Tech
Stack

The state and impact of the IR 
digital toolset.



The average IRO uses 
between 2-5 digital 
tools to run their IR 

program

Tools: how many is too many?

A study by Cornell University and
Qatalog found that "technology has
run amok in the digital office," and
workers are "reeling." More than 4/10
said they're spending too much time
switching among different tools to
get their jobs done, which promotes

"context switching and causes a drag on our creativity." 

According to Irwin's survey, IROs use between 2-5 digital tools to manage their IR
programs, with 25% of $500M-$2BN companies using more than five digital tools.
This stat ultimately begs the question - how many tools are too many? 

Non-Irwin customers 
are 2X more likely
to require 1-5 
additional tools to 
run their IR 
program. 

When we compared the volume of tools
Irwin and non-Irwin users required to run
their IR program, we discovered that by
using Irwin, companies needed fewer
tools to run their programs than non-
Irwin customers. Nearly 50% of non-
Irwin customers report using more than
four tools to manage their programs,
while 100% of Irwin customers only use 
 2-3. 
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CRM Usage

Yes
84.2%

No
15.8%Do you use a CRM to manage your

investor and shareholder data?
By a large majority, IR teams use a CRM to
manage their investor and shareholder
data. The largest group not using a CRM is
micro and small-cap companies, with 40%
reporting that they do not currently use a
CRM system. 100% of companies with
more than $500 million in market cap use
a CRM, showcasing the importance as
companies scale. 

Data accuracy

0 2 4 6 8

Irwin customers 

All 

Non Irwin Customers 

C-Suite 

Regarding the accuracy of data
housed within their CRM,
respondents were asked to rate
the accuracy of their CRM data on
a scale of 1-10. Irwin customers
rated their CRM data accuracy the
highest of all groups (14% more
accurate than non-Irwin
customers), and C-suite level
executives rated their data
accuracy the lowest.
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Essential characteristics of an
investor relationship management

platform

Shareholder monitoring
58% of respondents

Breadth and accuracy of investor data
53% of respondents

An intuitive interface
42% of respondents

The ability to compare against peers
37% of respondents

Filtering abilities for investor targeting
32% of respondents

Ability to easily surface insights
21% of respondents
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Plans for 
2023

What are IR teams planning to invest
in over the next year?



2023 investor relations priorities

2 in 3 companies plan to invest 
more time and resources on in- 
person events.

57%
The percentage of companies 
who are going to invest more 

time and resources into finding 
better-fit investors for their 

company.

47% of companies plan to invest 
more time and resources into 
better investor outreach.

40%
The percentage of companies 
who plan to invest more time 

and resources into crafting 
their company story.
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What's
getting the

most
attention in

2023?

What's
getting the
least
attention in
2023?

In-person events
Finding better-fit 
investors
Better investor outreach
Crafting company stories
Building better 
relationships with 
analysts
Company developments 
and good press

Professional 
development
Reducing stock volatility
Retail shareholder 
engagement programs
Adding more capacity to 
IR teams (team 
members, external 
consultants, etc.)
Virtual events
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Priorities for
companies
$0-$500M in
market cap

In-person events (60%)
Finding better-fit investors (50%)
Building better relationships with analysts
(50%)
Company developments and good press
(40%)
More creative storytelling and out-of-
the-box thinking (30%)
Better investor outreach (30%)

Priorities for
companies

$500M - $2BN
in market cap

Finding better fit investors (56%)
Better investor outreach (56%)
In-person events (56%)
Better tracking of our time and activities with 
shareholders and prospective investors (45%)
ESG (33%)
A better understanding of our shareholder 
base (33%)
Getting ahead of consensus and analyst 
estimates (33%)
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Priorities for
companies
$2-5BN in
market cap

In-person events (100%)
Finding better-fit investors (100%)
More creative storytelling and out-of-
the-box thinking (67%)
Building better relationships with analysts
(30%)
ESG (30%)
A better understanding of our
shareholder base (30%)

Priorities for
companies

$5BN+ in
market cap

In-person events (100%)
Reducing the volatility of our stock (50%)
Crafting our company story (50%)
ESG (50%)
More insightful reporting to show the value of
our IR activity (50%)
More creative storytelling and out-of-the-box
thinking (45%)
Better investor outreach (30%)
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Build, innovate, and grow your business with 
the only investor relations platform built 
with automation and reducing time-to- 
insight at its core. Irwin unlocks and 
enhances investor and shareholder 
relationships for your business—for various 
use cases, market caps, and industries— 
whether you have an established IR program 
or are just getting started.

We believe in giving companies their time back. 

We're building a better way to manage investor
relations.

Management teams spend up to 25% of their time on investor relations. We
believe that by giving them time back, they can focus on strategic innovation and

provide better service to their customers and employees.

Better products & services

At Irwin, we're committed to innovation.
Legacy tools and companies in capital markets often grow
stagnant, and the capacity to innovate wanes over time. This
has left the majority of IR teams with 2-5 inefficient tools to
manage their program and workflows - over time, we hope to
reduce that to one.



We've got you covered, from
targeting to transcripts and

everything in between.

Investor targeting
Irwin’s powerful advanced targeting filters through millions of 

data points to find new, right-fit investors for your business and 
access untapped global networks of capital. Over 78% of our 

clients have been able to connect with more investors that are 
the right fit for their company since implementing Irwin.

Improved investor
targeting

A better way to target new investors.

Shareholder monitoring
Irwin is the most accurate and comprehensive shareholder
monitoring solution on the market, integrating your reported,
non-reported and surveillance data into one modern and easy-
to-use dashboard. With all the ownership data and insights you
need at your fingertips, you can better gauge risks &
opportunities, execute efficient & cheaper financings, stabilize
your share price, and build relationships with shareholders

The most comprehensive view of your 
shareholder base.

CRM + engagement tools
Irwin automates some of the most time-consuming tasks for IR

teams, so you can spend your time doing more strategic work.
Our CRM not only provides best-in-class investor data with

organization, people, and fund profiles, but also includes a suite
of communications tools like email campaigns and itinerary

builder to manage your events and outcomes. You can manage
all your investor and shareholder interactions in one platform,

with a mobile app for when you're on the go. Book more quality
meetings, make your activities count, measure your impact, and

save valuable time.

A better investor relationship management 
platform.



Let's talk

We've got you covered, from
targeting to transcripts and

everything in between.

Research, estimates, and transcripts
Irwin makes it easy to track how your company and peers are

perceived by the investment community. We integrate
FactSet’s research and broker-level estimates directly into

your Irwin dashboard, so you can uncover timely market
sentiment and gain a deeper understanding of key information

relevant to your business.

Easily understand what the investment community
is saying about your stock.

Capital Markets Strategy Services
Our Capital Markets Strategy Services leverage Irwin’s software 
platform, data capabilities, and collective expertise to provide 
differentiated and value-enhancing services that are intended to 
complement your core responsibilities and save you valuable 
time. Services include: enhanced board reporting, enhanced
investor targeting, and analyst targeting.

All the best of the Irwin platform, with the strategic 
support you deserve.

Ready to join us in
building better

investor relations?

https://www.getirwin.com/request-a-demo?utm_source=state-of-ir&utm_medium=pdf&utm_campaign=content-download

